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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
Before the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board

Engage Health, Inc.,
Plaintiff,
v.
ClinicalMind, LLC,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Cancellation No. 92073643

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF DEFAULT
AND MOTION TO REOPEN ANSWER PERIOD
Defendant ClinicalMind, LLC respectfully requests, pursuant to TBMP §§ 312.02 and 509,
that this Board set aside the Notice of Default and Reopen the Answer Period. ClinicalMind
submits that there is good cause for its failure to file a timely answer to Plaintiff’s Petition to
Cancel served on March 11, 2020. Defendant never received the mailed notice, as its New York
City office was temporarily closed on March 12, 2020, due to the COVID-19 public health crisis
and has not yet re-opened. Defendant therefore requests that the Board to set aside the Notice of
Default and reopen the Answer period for this action. Defendant’s request is supported by the
accompanying Declaration of Defendant’s Chief Executive Officer Jeanne Martel (“Martel Decl.”)
Statement of Facts
On March 4, 2020, Plaintiff filed a Petition for Cancellation of ClinicalMind’s registered
trademark ENGAUGE, Registration No. 4,829,029. On March 11, 2020, the Board mailed notice
of Plaintiff’s petition to ClinicalMind at 640 West 28th Street, 5th Floor, New York NY 10001.
However, Defendant ClinicalMind never received that mailing. That is because ClinicalMind
temporarily closed its New York City office on March 12, 2020 due to the COVI-19 pandemic.
Martel Decl. ¶2. Since then, the business as been operating remotely. Id.
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The cancellation notice was sent to Defendant’s former address at 640 West 28th Street,
New York NY 10001. In late November 2019, Defendant moved to 40 Fulton Street, New York
NY 10038, in lower Manhattan. Defendant nevertheless would have received the notice if its
office had not been closed, because Defendant regularly obtained the mail from its former office.
Martel Decl. ¶3. Defendant has not received any physical mail since its Manhattan office closed
on March 12 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Id.
Defendant ClinicalMind did not learn of Plaintiff’s Petition for Cancellation until April 27,
2020, which was after the Answer Period set in the Notice. On April 27, 2020, Defendant learned
about the Cancellation Notice from its attorney Deborah Lodge. Martel Decl. ¶4. Although Ms.
Lodge (named as attorney of record on the PTO’s database for the ENGAUGE Registration) did
not receive a courtesy email or surface mail copy of the Cancellation Petition from Plaintiff’s
attorneys – presumably none was sent, she learned of the Cancellation Petition after a random
check of TTAB filings. The Board issued a Notice of Default on April 30, 2020, before
ClinicalMind had time to file a request to re-open the Answer Period. This Response to the Notice
of Default and Motion to Re-Open the Answer Period accordingly is being filed at this time.
Legal Argument
The standard for whether or not a default should be set aside is whether the defendant
shows “good cause.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 55(c); TBMP § 312.02. As stated in the TMBP, “Good cause
why default judgment should not be entered against a defendant, for failure to file a timely answer
to the complaint, is usually found when the defendant shows that (1) the delay in filing an answer
was not the result of willful conduct or gross neglect on the part of the defendant, (2) the plaintiff
will not be substantially prejudiced by the delay, and (3) the defendant has a meritorious defense
to the action.” TBMP § 312.02. Those standards are met in this case.
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1. The delay in filing an answer was due to the temporary closure of Defendant’s office as
a result of the COVID-19 health crisis.
As explained above, Defendant’s office temporarily closed on March 12 due to the
pandemic. Defendant therefore never received the mailed notice about the institution of this
Cancellation Proceeding. See above and Martel Decl. ¶¶ 2-4. Defendant only learned of the
cancellation proceeding on April 27, after the Answer Period had passed. The Default Notice was
entered three days later, before Defendant was able to prepare and file a Motion to Re-Open the
Answer Period. Defendant’s New York office remains closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Defendant’s failure to file a timely Answer should be deemed excusable and
understandable under these circumstances. It was not due to willful conduct or gross neglect, but
was a direct result of the unprecedented COVID-19 crisis.
The CARES Act, passed in March 2020, authorized the Director of the USPTO to “toll,
waive, adjust, or modify” filing deadlines in view of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Director has
exercised that authority several times, most recently on May 27, 2020. In addition to further
extending certain trademark filing deadlines, the May 27 Notice also states: “With regard to
proceedings before the TTAB, if the COVID-19 outbreak has prevented or interfered with a filing,
parties can make a request (in ex parte appeals) or motion (for trial cases) for an extension or
reopening of time, as appropriate.”1 The Director’s Notice supports a finding of “good cause” in
this case.

1

May 2020 Update Regarding Certain Trademark-Related Timing Deadlines under the Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security Act and Other Relief Available to Trademark Applicants and Trademark Owners
(May 27, 2020). https://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/documents/TM-Notice-CARES-Act-2020-05.pdf also:
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2. Plaintiff Will Not Be Prejudiced by Any Delay in Resetting the Answer Period.
This Cancellation Proceeding was filed on March 4, 2020. For the reasons explained above,
Defendant did not learn of the proceeding until the Answer Period had passed. Given the early
stage of the proceedings, Plaintiff will not be prejudiced by setting aside the notice of default and
resetting the Answer period and other trial dates. Indeed, Defendant notes that Plaintiff’s business
also has been affected by the COVID-19 crisis. As evidenced by Exhibit A hereto, screenshots
from Plaintiff’s website at www.engagehealth.com, Plaintiff’s staff has been working remotely
since March 9, as a result of the COVID-19 crisis. Thus, the COVID-19 crisis has affected the
business of all parties. A modest delay will not be prejudicial here.
3. Defendant ClinicalMind has Meritorious Defense to the Cancellation Petition.
Defendant ClinicalMind has solid and meritorious defenses to this cancellation proceeding.
Defendant’s registration for ENGAUGE, Reg. No. 4829029, was issued on October 6, 2014, over
five years ago, based on a First Use in December 2014. Defendant is not aware of any instances
of confusion with any of Plaintiff’s existing registrations pleaded in the Cancellation Petition.
Discovery is needed to assess that claim.
Discovery also is needed to assess whether Plaintiff has priority of use with respect to Class
35 services, as asserted in the Cancellation Petition. It is noteworthy that Plaintiff’s pending
application for ENGAGE plus Design in Class 35 (Ser. No. 88460698) claims a first use date of
2003 and lists a litany of services, to wit:
Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others;
Advertising, marketing and promotion services; Collection of market research information;
Consumer research; Business advice and analysis of markets; Business meeting planning;
Market analysis; Market assessment services; Market research; Market research consultation;
Marketing services for the medical goods and services of others; Promoting medical
professionals and medical goods and services for others; Providing consumer information in
the field of medicine, doctors, and medical professionals; Providing information in the field
of the medical industry; Market research by means of a computer database; Collection and
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compilation of information into computer databases in the fields of medicine, patients,
doctors, medical professionals, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, and medical products and
services; Recruitment advertisement services, namely, posting of clinical trial notices for the
purpose of recruiting patients for participation in clinical trials for the testing of drugs;
Business consulting and management in the field of clinical trials, namely, providing
information management services; patient recruitment services in the nature of identification
of patients for clinical trials; patient recruitment for clinical studies conducted by others;
Patient medical referrals; Consulting services in the field of commercial information for
consumers in the choice of medical products and services; Identification of healthcare
providers for patients by maintaining a database of healthcare providers; Consulting services
in the field of medical product approval for commercial purposes.

That extensive roster seems at odds with Plaintiff’s claim on its website, which stress a focus on
rare diseases: “Engage Health’s team provides comprehensive services to further development of
rare and specialty disease therapies.” See Exhibit A, screenshots from Plaintiff’s website at
https://www.engagehealth.com/about-us/. Discovery is needed to test whether Plaintiff’s claims
of First Use, overlapping services, and likely confusion have any merit.
The courts and the Board are reluctant to grant judgments by default, since the law favors
deciding cases on their merits. See e.g., Thrifty Corp. v. Bomax Enters., 228 USPQ 62 (TTAB
1985). Defendant ClinicalMind should be allowed the opportunity to defend itself and its valuable
trademark registration for ENGAUGE.
For the foregoing reasons, ClinicalMind respectfully requests that the Board set aside the
Notice of Default and moves this Board to reopen the Answer Period and reset the Trial Schedule
in this proceeding.

Dated: May __, 2020

Respectfully submitted,
ClinicalMind LLC, Defendant

By:_____________________
Deborah M. Lodge
deborah.lodge@squirepb.com
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SQUIRE PATTON BOGGS (US) LLP
2550 M Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20037
Telephone: 202-457-6030
Mobile: 703-282-5655
Attorneys for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and complete copy of the foregoing RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF
DEFAULT AND MOTION TO REOPEN ANSWER PERIOD has been served on Stephen R.
Baird of Greenberg Traurig LLP, counsel for Plaintiff, by forwarding said copy on May 29, 2020
via email to the following: gtipmail@gtlaw.com, bairds@gtlaw.com, wesemand@gtlaw.com, and
classenc@gtlaw.com.
Signature: /Deborah M. Lodge/
Date: May 29, 2020
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Exhibit A to Defendant’s Response to Notice of Default
Screenshots from Engage Health Website – downloaded May 29, 2020

https://www.engagehealth.com/
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https://www.engagehealth.com/about-us/
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